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Abstract
Visual scene understanding often requires the process-
ing of human-object interactions. Here we seek to ex-
plore if and how well Deep Neural Network (DNN) mod-
els capture features similar to the brain’s representa-
tion of humans, objects, and their interactions. We in-
vestigate brain regions which process human-, object-,
or interaction-specific information, and establish corre-
spondences between them and DNN features. Our re-
sults suggest that we can infer the selectivity of these
regions to particular visual stimuli using DNN representa-
tions. We also map features from the DNN to the regions,
thus linking the DNN representations to those found in
specific parts of the visual cortex. In particular, our re-
sults suggest that a typical DNN representation contains
encoding of compositional information for human-object
interactions which goes beyond a linear combination of
the encodings for the two components, thus suggesting
that DNNs may be able to model this important property
of biological vision.
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Introduction
Visual representations formed by the human brain have been
of interest particularly for studying invariance in object rep-
resentations (DiCarlo, Zoccolan, & Rust, 2012; Isik, Meyers,
Leibo, & Poggio, 2014). It is known that downstream regions
of the visual cortex process high-level visual information and
that there are specialized regions for processing object- and
human-specific information. Perception of human-object inter-
actions by the brain, though, hadn’t been studied much until
recent work by Baldassano, Beck, and Fei-Fei (2016) revealed
that the neural representations of interactions are not a linear
sum of the human and object representations. In fact, there
appear to be certain areas in the brain like the pSTS (posterior
Superior Temporal Sulcus) which are highly sensitive specif-
ically to human-object interactions (Baldassano et al., 2016;
Isik, Koldewyn, Beeler, & Kanwisher, 2017). The representa-
tion of interaction-specific information in the brain might also
be thought of as a kind of visual compositionality: analogous
to compositionality in language, one might say that the mean-
ing of complex visual scenes emerges from the meanings of
the individual components plus certain rules of composition.

Deep Neural Nets (DNNs) have been widely used in re-
cent years for a variety of computer vision tasks like object
and action recognition (Chatfield, Simonyan, Vedaldi, & Zis-
serman, 2014; Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). While they
have reached human-like accuracy in certain settings, in gen-
eral there isn’t much explicit effort to model biological vision in
these networks. However, there has been a lot of work in the
past few years attempting to compare DNN representations
with those of the brain (Cichy & Kaiser, 2019). Some recent
work has also looked at trying to develop DNNs with explicit
compositionality (Stone et al., 2017).

In this work, we examine if typical DNNs represent humans,
objects, and in particular their interactions similarly to the
brain. We analyse three brain regions involved in high-level vi-
sual processing: the LOC (Lateral Occipital Cortex) which pro-
cesses object-related information, the EBA (Extrastriate Body
Area) which is involved in human pose identification, and the
pSTS which also processes human information and is known
to be specifically sensitive to human-object interactions. We
seek to predict the BOLD (fMRI) responses of these regions to
human/object/interaction images, from their DNN representa-
tions. Such an approach has been previously used to evaluate
the correspondence of DNN layers to brain regions (Güçlü &
van Gerven, 2015) and to model visual representations in the
brain (Agrawal, Stansbury, Malik, & Gallant, 2014).

We look at how well the DNN representations predict the
selectivity of the regions for object, human pose, or interac-
tion stimuli. We probe interaction images to see if our ap-
proach also infers the sensitivity of the pSTS to interactions.
Additionally, we seek to identify features in the DNN model
which are interaction-specific, and which might hence repre-
sent compositional information, analogous to the pSTS in the
actual visual cortex.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Data
The data used have been taken from Baldassano et al. (2016).
fMRI data were collected from 12 subjects on showing visual
stimuli consisting of three kinds of images: humans, objects,
and interactions between humans and objects. Four action
categories (working on computer, pulling luggage, pushing
cart, and typing on typewriter) were included. The human and
object images were extracted from the interaction images by
cropping out the relevant part and resizing it.
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Direct classification using a Deep Neural Network

Figure 1: Overview of Methodology: Stimulus images were
presented to human subjects and voxel responses recorded
via fMRI by Baldassano et al. (2016). We pass the same
images through a DNN. A Baldassano et al. (2016) perform
MVPA on the voxel responses to classify the response pat-
tern into one of the four classes. B Direct SVM classification
is performed over the final-layer DNN representations of the
images. C Linear regression models are trained on the DNN
representations to predict voxel responses.

We used the pre-trained VGG-16 (Chatfield et al., 2014),
a widely-used DNN architecture whose representations have
been previously shown to correspond to fMRI recordings from
the ventral stream (Güçlü & van Gerven, 2015). Three lin-
ear SVMs were trained on top of features extracted from
this DNN to perform 4-way classification in the three sce-
narios: humans, objects, and interactions. This is analo-
gous to the Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis (MVPA) carried out
by Baldassano et al. (2016), except for the fact that the SVMs
are trained not on voxel activity but DNN representations. The
aim was to judge the goodness of the latter for discriminating
between action categories in each of the three tasks.

We also looked at whether substructure or specialisation
could be identified within the DNN representations, analogous
to what we see in subregions of the visual cortex, by quantify-
ing the overlap between the top DNN feature sets picked out
by our 3 SVMs. In particular, we looked at those DNN features
which were picked using forward selection by the SVM only
for the interaction task, and not for the object or human pose
tasks. We sought to examine whether these features capture
some nonlinear representation of the interaction, not obtain-
able by just adding the representations for the object and hu-
man constituents separately. This was done analogously to
how voxels in the pSTS were analysed by Baldassano et al.
(2016).

DNN representations to predict voxel responses
To compare DNN representations with those of the brain, we
predict the BOLD response of every voxel to an image using
VGG-16’s representation for the same image. We average the
final-layer representations of 2 or 3 images1, and train a lin-
ear regression model on these averaged representations to

1This is because the fMRI recordings have been taken at intervals
of every 2–3 images (volume repetition time of functional images is
2s).

predict the response of a voxel to the corresponding images.
Three such models are trained for each voxel, one per task.
The final-layer representations are used because the regions
we are looking at process high-level visual information, and
a correspondence between such areas and the last convolu-
tional layer of CNNs has been established (Güçlü & van Ger-
ven, 2015).

Region-wise Analysis Voxels are selected in each region
for a particular task based on their Bonferroni-corrected p-
values for correlation between predicted and actual responses
(computed via cross-validation on a training set). For a partic-
ular task we then average the correlations (computed on a
held-out test set) for all selected voxels for that region. To
further ensure that the obtained correlations are not merely
flukes, we also trained linear regression models to predict
voxel responses from DNN representations of mismatched
stimuli, to obtain a baseline correlation level.

We also sought to link the region-wise voxel regression
analysis to the task-specific DNN feature sets mentioned
above, to check whether DNN features specifically informative
for a particular task (say, object recognition) are also specifi-
cally more predictive of voxel responses in a particular brain
region (say, LOC). If true, this would suggest a correspon-
dence between the substructure or modularity of represen-
tation in the DNN and that in the visual cortex. We trained
linear regression models for each of the three tasks on only
their corresponding task-specific DNN feature sets to predict
voxel responses. This allows us to see whether, for instance,
the DNN features specific to object recognition also tend to
be more predictive of voxel responses (for the same kind of
stimuli) in the LOC than in the EBA or pSTS.

Cross-Decoding Analysis Analogous to the MVPA of
Baldassano et al. (2016) where the classifier trained on in-
teraction images is tested on objects and humans in isolation,
we also do a cross-decoding analysis. Every voxel has a lin-
ear model trained on the representations of interactions. This
is tested on isolated object and human representations (from
a held-out test set) to see how well it predicts the voxel’s re-
sponse in those cases. For each region, we obtain the av-
erage cross-decoding correlation for those voxels which were
selected for the interaction task as above.

Results

Direct DNN-based classification

Task Accuracy
Object classification 0.90

Human pose classification 0.74
Interaction classification 0.86

Table 1: Direct classification performance of VGG-16 repre-
sentations on the Baldassano et al. (2016) stimuli.

The accuracy in each case (Table 1) is far above chance
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(0.25), which signifies that the representations formed by
VGG-16 are distinguishable into the 4 categories.

Do the DNN representations also exhibit nonlinear com-
positionality for human-object interactions? We ob-
tained 8 interaction-specific DNN features which do not con-
tribute much to object or human pose classification. Removal
of just these features from the all-feature SVMs (Table 1) de-
creases interaction classification accuracy (0.71), while object
classification accuracy (0.88) and human pose classification
accuracy (0.72) do not change much.

These are the features of greatest interest from the point of
view of nonlinear compositionality, as they appear to be infor-
mative only for the interaction images, and not for classifying
just objects or just human poses. Baldassano et al. (2016)
claimed exactly the same property for the neural encodings
recorded from voxels in the pSTS, based on their MVPA anal-
ysis: the pSTS shows a comparable accuracy to the LOC and
the EBA only in case of human-object interactions, indicating
the high sensitivity of the pSTS to such stimuli. Interestingly,
they find that the accuracy of the interaction classifier is sig-
nificantly reduced when tested on isolated humans or objects
or even their pattern averages, implying that the relatively high
accuracy of the interaction classifier is not attributable only to
the object or human in the image.

To examine if our interaction-specific DNN features indeed
exhibit the same behaviour as pSTS neural encodings, we
carried out an MVPA-like decoding and cross-decoding analy-
sis on the DNN features, and compared it with the same anal-
ysis reported for the pSTS voxels by Baldassano et al. (2016).
The results are depicted in Figure 2.

The interaction-specific features classify the interaction im-
ages with high accuracy (∼ 85%). However, the classifier
trained on interactions performed much less well on just ob-
jects, just human poses, or their pattern averages. Hence,
its high accuracy on interactions is not explained solely by
human- or object-specific information. Furthermore, even
classifiers trained specifically on the object or human pose
tasks using these features perform less well on those tasks
than what the interaction classifier achieves. These results
align well with those of Baldassano et al. (2016) for MVPA on
the pSTS; hence, these interaction-specific DNN features ap-
pear to be analogous to the pSTS in the brain in terms of pick-
ing up information beyond just the isolated object or human in
a human-object interaction.

DNN representations to predict voxel responses

Region-Wise Analysis Table 2 shows that the average cor-
relation across all subjects is highest for objects in the LOC
and for human poses in the EBA. This is consistent with the
literature since the EBA is known to process human-pose re-
lated information, while the LOC processes object informa-
tion. The results for the pSTS however indicate that while
predictability for interactions is similar to the LOC and EBA,
responses to human or object stimuli are predicted relatively
much less well in the pSTS. This is consistent with Baldassano

Figure 2: SVM decoding and cross-decoding for interaction-
specific DNN features. O: objects; H: human poses; I: human-
object interactions; PA: pattern averages of humans and ob-
jects. X → Y indicates a classifier trained on X and tested
on Y . Figure inspired by Figure 6 of Baldassano et al. (2016),
but using DNN model features rather than voxel responses.
The I→I classifier is significantly more accurate than all oth-
ers (p < 10−13 for all pairwise tests, 100 train-test splits).

Region Objects Human Poses Interactions
LOC 0.35±0.02 (13%) 0.33±0.03 (12%) 0.2±0.02 (13%)
EBA 0.33±0.03 (11%) 0.39±0.04 (15%) 0.25±0.03 (15%)
pSTS 0.19±0.06 (9%) 0.18±0.04 (12%) 0.18±0.06 (8%)

Table 2: Average Pearson’s r and standard deviation for voxel
models displaying significant correlation, across 12 subjects
(% of such voxels). The baseline correlation on mismatched
stimuli did not exceed 0.06 for any region.

et al. (2016) who find that the pSTS is less representative of
isolated human or object information than the other regions,
but similar to them for interactions.

Region Objects Human Poses Interactions
LOC 0.27±0.02 (19%) 0.09±0.03 (8%) 0.15±0.02 (10%)
EBA 0.16±0.04 (17%) 0.3±0.05 (16%) 0.17±0.04 (12%)
pSTS 0.19±0.04 (6%) 0.12±0.03 (6%) 0.13±0.04 (4%)

Table 3: Average Pearson’s r and standard deviation for voxel
models (trained on only task-specific DNN features) displaying
significant correlation, across 12 subjects (% of such voxels

Mapping of task-specific DNN features onto brain regions
Table 3 shows that the object-specific features are most pre-
dictive of the LOC (for object stimuli) while the human-specific
features are most predictive of the EBA (for human pose stim-
uli). This points towards a correspondence between the task-
specific features from the DNN and the two regions which
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specialize in object and human pose processing. The pSTS,
however, is in general harder to predict as can be seen from
the low percentage of significant voxels. However, we again
see that while object and human predictability for the pSTS
is substantively less than (one of) the other two regions, the
interaction-specific DNN features are able to predict interac-
tion responses similarly well in all three regions.

Region Objects Human Poses
LOC 0.09±0.01 0.05±0.01
EBA 0.08±0.02 0.09±0.01
pSTS 0.03±0.01 0.02±0.01

Table 4: Average Pearson’s r and standard deviation for cross-
decoding for significant voxels (as in last column of Table 2)
across 12 subjects.

Cross-Decoding Table 4 shows that the cross-decoding
correlations in all three regions are much lower than those
for same-task decoding (last column of Table 2). Notably, the
relative cross-decoding performance is substantially worse for
the pSTS than for the other two regions. This is exactly what
we would expect, if the pSTS voxels had a specific tendency
to encode human-object interaction information which is not
obtainable from a linear combination of the constituent human
and object segments. The linear models trained on DNN fea-
tures for the pSTS voxels appear to be learning a different
kind of mapping from the other two regions: a mapping which
lends itself much less to predicting the responses of the same
voxels for just objects or just human poses.

Discussion
Here we sought to compare DNN representations of human-
object interactions with those of the human visual cortex, as
a means of modelling the latter computationally. Our results
open up the possibility of establishing a correspondence be-
tween brain regions and DNN features. In particular, the final-
layer DNN features which are found to be useful for action
categorisation specifically on the interaction images, are also
found to display similar properties to pSTS encodings in terms
of capturing information beyond that contained in the object or
human subimages.

The region-wise analysis of voxel regression models indi-
cates that DNN representations are predictive of the human
brain’s responses to visual stimuli, hence implying that the
former may model certain aspects of the latter. The cross-
decoding analysis reveals that linear models trained to predict
pSTS responses on interactions appear to learn a rather dif-
ferent mapping, compared to similar models trained for the
LOC or EBA. This suggests, consistent with (Baldassano et
al., 2016), that the pSTS voxels encode some kind of non-
linear compositionality, and furthermore that our DNN model
also contains some such information, which the linear mod-
els can pick up when they have been trained to predict pSTS
responses in particular. Thus we observe multiple lines of

evidence indicative of compositional specialisation of some
kind in the DNN representations, analogous to what the pSTS
shows for actual neural encodings.

On the whole, this study provides evidence for the suppo-
sition that generic final-layer DNN representations of visual
stimuli have substructure similar to that found in the visual cor-
tex, and that in particular this seems to include explicit repre-
sentation for human-object interaction information which goes
beyond the individual components. These observations can
hopefully motivate an additional direction of study seeking to
model biological vision via DNNs, by suggesting that the latter
do possess the ability to compositionally represent complex
visual scenes as ‘more than the sum of their parts’.
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